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Sessions #FE Encore Void Bastards WarioWare: Get It Together The Best Games on Every Platform The Nintendo Switch is more than five years old, and shows no signs of slowing down. Part of the $299.99 console’s appeal is its unique home-and-away design that lets you play your favorite titles on a big-screen TV when docked or in handheld mode
when you're waiting in line at the post office. It's especially convenient for commuters or people with busy lifestyles. Drop some extra cash, and you can pick up the premium, $349.99 Nintendo Switch OLED model the features a big, beautiful screen and superior kickstand. There's also the cheaper, portable-only, $199.99 Nintendo Switch Lite if you
don’t want to bother with a TV at all. The other appeal is the excellent games. The Nintendo Switch saw one of the best first-year libraries in gaming history, and more must-have games are coming out every month. The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild is an action-RPG that will be spoken about for years to come. Splatoon 2 is a more-than-worthy
follow-up to the excellent Wii U original. And Super Mario Odyssey is simply one of the best Mario games ever made.Critics will likely retort, "You only mentioned first-party games!" Yes, because they're absolutely darling titles. That said, the Switch has many solid, second- and third-party games, with surprisingly strong ports from both previous and
current console generations, such as Bayonetta 2, Diablo III, Doom, Skyrim, and The Witcher 3. Next-Gen One Year Later and 2022 Gaming Preview The system is strong with retro and indie games, too. Hamster, a company that specializes in many arcade-to-console ports, has brought loads of SNK's classic Neo Geo titles to the system, such as The
King of Fighters '98 and Metal Slug. Nintendo is eking out its own classic pre-NES arcade games, and, though a true Virtual Console is still curiously missing from the system, the Nintendo Switch Online service includes a library of dozens of NES and SNES classics. Meanwhile, indies are extremely well-represented, with games like Hollow Knight,
Night in the Woods, Inside, Into the Breach, Slay the Spire, The Missing: J.J. Macfield and the Island of Memories, and Undertale available on the Switch. You'll even find excellent expansions to games you may already own, like Cuphead: The Delicious Last Course and Monster Hunter Rise: Sunbreak. In short, even with the PlayStation 5 and Xbox
Series S/X on store shelves, the Nintendo Switch is the most compelling console. If you want to experience the Joy-Con life, these games are where you should start. For something more specific, here are the best Nintendo Switch games for kids. You should also check out the best Nintendo Switch Lite games. Check Stock (Opens in a new window)
ARMS is Nintendo's newest take on the fighting game genre. It combines cartoonish aesthetics, sci-fi weapons, and arm-stretching boxing into an accessible, offbeat fighter with a lot of variety. It's a polished, fun, competitive game that bears more than a passing visual similarity to Splatoon. Though time will tell if ARMS gains any momentum within
the esports scene, the game offers plenty of opportunity to swing fists at your friends. ARMS (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Hades takes the punishing and divisive roguelike genre and masterfully twists it into one of the year's most addictive games. Fighting your way out of the Greek underworld with randomly
changing skills and weapons feels incredible. The family drama at the game’s core gives you that extra narrative push to keep going. Plus, everyone is smoking hot. See It (Opens in a new window) While many role-playing games draw their influences from Western folklore, even RPGs made in Japan, Indivisible carves out a unique identity with a fresh
Southeast Asian flavor. The 2D animation is exquisite, as we would expect from the developer of Skullgirls. Gameplay is a mix of nonlinear spaces to explore and enemies to defeat in tactical battles. Of the two types of play, the exploration sections impress us more. In these bits you find your way forward by using an axe to fling yourself up walls or by
shooting arrows to blind sentries. That's just more satisfying than the frantic messes the fights, caught awkwardly between turn-based and real-time combat, can turn into. See It (Opens in a new window) Dodgeball is about hurling balls at people; it's practically a video game already. Knockout City twists the sport with clever mechanics, from fake
throws to perfectly timed catches, that give this team-based, multiplayer game a lot of fighting game energy. Express yourself through stylish outfits that make sure opponents remember exactly who took them down. Knockout City (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Who knows what the future holds for Star Wars, but Lego
Star Wars: The Skywalker Saga provides a terrific toybox take on Episodes I-IX. The Lego recreations of all nine movies gives you plenty to experience as you blast baddies and solve Force puzzles. But what really makes this game so special is how it turns the entire Star Wars galaxy into an open world to explore, whether it’s on colorful planets or
through the vastness of outer space in your trusty starfighter. Lego Star Wars: The Skywalker Saga (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) What started as a weirdly specific parody of Ghostbusters and Resident Evil has become of one the finest Mario spin-off adventures. Luigi’s spooky journey throughout a haunted hotel is
arguably the most visually stunning game on the Nintendo Switch. Along with sucking up ghosts, you can now slam them (back) to death and shoot plungers to pull apart the scenery. Your greatest, and grossest, tool has to be Gooigi. This slimy green doppelgänger expands your puzzle-solving powers and provides an easy option for younger co-op
partners. See It (Opens in a new window) Leave it to Mario to find a way to make golf games feel fresh again. Mario Golf: Super Rush’s standout gimmick has golfers teeing off all at once, and then physically running across the course to take their next shot. You still have to plan smart strokes, but you also need to keep an eye on the clock. The

lengthy, single-player adventure teaches you the ropes before you head online to face real challengers on the green. Mario Golf: Super Rush (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Mario Kart 8 stood out as the best-looking Mario Kart game yet when it came out on the Nintendo Wii U. Instead of making a new Mario Kart for the
Nintendo Switch, Nintendo brought Mario Kart 8 to its new game system. In the process, Nintendo threw in both previously released DLC packs and made some few welcome changes to its multiplayer options, justifying the game's full retail price. Mario Kart 8 Deluxe is the most robust game in the series so far, and with the optional portability of the
Switch, it ranks as a must-own title. Mario Kart 8 Deluxe (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Mario has played many sports throughout the years, but Mario Strikers: Battle League gives us the arcade soccer chaos fans have craved for more than a decade. It features fast-paced action, while allowing for depth and skill should
you choose to push yourself. Customize your characters with stat-changing gear. Join online clubs to compete in ongoing seasons. And no one animates the Mario universe with as much style and attitude as the developers at Next Level Games. Mario Strikers: Battle League (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) After nearly 20
years, Metroid Dread brings Samus Aran back to her 2D, bounty hunting roots for the true Metroid 5. In it, you explore a dense, dangerous new planet full of powers to pick up and enemies to eliminate. From uncompromising boss battles to terrifying chases, Dread more than lives up to its subtitle. If there's anyone strong enough to take down the
terror, it's Nintendo's leading lady. Metroid Dread (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Miis can do more than just play Wii Sports. In Miitopia, you use Nintendo’s cartoon caricatures to cast yourself, friends, and family as heroes and villains in a fast-paced, whimsical role-playing game. Turn yourself into a brave knight, while
your buddy supports you as a pop star. The joke can’t quite sustain the whole runtime, but Miitopia is wildly entertaining. Miitopia (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Imagine Super Smash Bros., but instead of playing as video game mascots, you control beloved cartoon characters beating each other senseless. That's
Nickelodeon All-Star Brawl. From SpongeBob SquarePants to Ren and Stimpy to the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the roster covers all eras of Nicktoon nostalgia. Beyond the ironic meme potential, "Nick Smash" features genuinely fantastic gameplay made by a team clearly passionate about this particular form of "platform fighting" games.
Nickelodeon All-Star Brawl (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Labo is a weirder concept than the Switch itself. It's based around building cardboard "Toy-Cons" in which you place the Switch's components to let you do new things with them. It's also surprisingly functional, entertaining, and educational. The Nintendo Labo
Variety Kit has all of the parts you need to build several different Toy-Cons like a piano and motorcycle handlebars, and walks you through every step of the process. Just building the Toy-Cons is fascinating, but the Toy-Con Garage mode adds surprisingly robust programming options to let you create your own remote-controlled creations. Nintendo
Labo Variety Kit Review See It (Opens in a new window) It took over 20 years, but Nintendo finally got over its fear of virtual reality after the disastrous Virtual Boy. The Labo VR Kit lets you build your own VR headset that uses the Nintendo Switch and a set of lenses to create a stereoscopic image, and then insert that headset into different Toy-Con
controllers to play a variety of games. That's already a ton of fun for $79.99 (or $39.99 for a starter set that only includes one Toy-Con to build instead of five). Add a programming environment on top that lets you create your own 3D games, and you have an impressive package. Nintendo Labo VR Kit Review See It (Opens in a new window) No More
Heroes III, like the other games in Suda51’s hack-and-slash trilogy, is a punk art game. Sure, some parts may be “bad,” like the technical jank or empty open worlds. But it’s all in service of larger commentary on everything from schlocky movies to wrestling fandom to the video game industry itself. Plus, cutting aliens down to size feels legitimately
fantastic, and really that’s what matters. No More Heroes III (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Pikmin isn’t the most recognizable Nintendo franchise, but the approachable real-time strategy game carries as much magic as Mario and Zelda. This Wii U port offers more missions and ways to control your army of cute plant
creatures. The campaign's local, co-op play opens all kinds of new strategies, too. Veterans of previous Pikmin wars may have seen most of this content before, but Pikmin newcomers should absolutely jump into this tiny, tactical, and tactile world. Pikmin 3 Deluxe (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) If you’re curious about
the MOBA genre, but scared of esports heavy-hitters like Dota 2 and League of Legends, then Pokemon Unite is the perfect place to get started. Two teams of five Pokemon battle each other in real-time to score goals across the map. This free-to-play game is also coming soon to mobile, so you’ll find plenty of aspiring Pokemon masters to challenge.
Pokemon Unite (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Practically everyone in North America has heard of Tetris. Far fewer have heard of Puyo Puyo. Both are block-dropping puzzle games, but while Tetris has been Tetris for decades, Puyo Puyo has had many different tweaks and name changes in attempts to appeal to the
west. It came out first as Puyo Pop, then received different licensed incarnations, such as Puzzle Fighter and Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean Machine. Now, Puyo Puyo is making its mark here, thanks to Sega and a double-billing with Tetris. The pairing results in a title that's plump with game modes, unlockables, and solo and multiplayer options. Puyo
Puyo Tetris (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Rebel Galaxy Outlaw has enough action-packed, visually dazzling spaceship dogfights to excite any Star Fox fan. The real joy, however, is in the quieter moments, when you act out your galactic trucker fantasies by carrying cargo from space stations named after Texas towns.
Improving your ship is a bit of a grind, but it’s a rewarding one. If you get bored, you can always shoot down pirates—or become one yourself. See It (Opens in a new window) Rocket League is soccer, with remote controlled cars and funny hats. It's amazing how compelling a game can be when the entire point of it is to use a car to knock a ball into a
goal, but Rocket League nails it. Wild physics, colorful visuals, and simple game types you can keep coming back to while challenging friends and strangers make this one of the best pseudo-sports games on the Switch. Check Stock (Opens in a new window) Platforming excellence comes to the Nintendo Switch courtesy of Yacht Club Games' Shovel
Knight: Treasure Trove. This downloadable package includes the original Shovel Knight, one of 2014's top titles, as well as all the previously released DLC including the Plague of Shadows and Specter of Torment campaigns. If you long for some retro, 2D action, Treasure Trove a a game that you should not miss. See It (Opens in a new window) While
most battle royale games give you a gun, Spellbreak asks you to vanquish your foes with magical powers until you’re the last one standing. As a battlemage, you wield elemental gauntlets combining fire, ice, poison, and more. You’ll also pick up runes that let you soar across the battlefield. Zelda fans will appreciate the gorgeous and desolate fantasy
landscape that's very reminiscent of Breath of the Wild. See It (Opens in a new window) Splatoon on the Wii U surprised gamers with its fresh take on the team-based shooter genre. It was family-friendly, colorful, and most importantly, fun. Nintendo kept updating it with new maps and modes over its lifespan. Splatoon 2 for the Nintendo Switch
doesn't significantly change enough gameplay aspects to really feel like a full-fledged sequel, but it adds a handful of new weapons and modes, as well as overhauled graphics. Splatoon 2 (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Street Fighter has been the biggest name in fighting games for decades, and Capcom is proud of that
fact. While it really got going with Street Fighter II: The World Warrior, the Street Fighter 30th Anniversary Collection lets you play the original Street Fighter in all of its genre-building glory. And, after you realize how bad that first attempt was, you can play the much better sequels like Super Street Fighter II, Street Fighter Alpha 3, and Street
Fighter III: Third Strike. You're looking at a dozen games in this collection, with loads of extra content like soundtracks and sprite data. See It (Opens in a new window) Streets of Rage 4 pounds life back into the dead sidescrolling beat ‘em up genre. The gameplay may not have progressed that much since Sega’s trilogy in the 1990s, but taking down
hordes of goons with your fists has never looked better thanks to a thoroughly modern illustrated art style. A risky new mechanic that burns health to power special moves, unless you avoid getting hit, adds some fighting-game flair. See It (Opens in a new window) Bomberman's return to console gaming was one of the most surprising moments in the
Nintendo's January 2017 Switch game showcase. Considering that the little guy's now the property of Konami, a company that's more known for killing P.T. and warring with Metal Gear maestro Hideo Kojima than making video games, it was shocking to see Super Bomberman R announced as a Nintendo Switch launch title. Thankfully, this newest
entry in the beloved, bomb-tossing franchise keeps the series' simple and addicting core gameplay intact, and adds tons of modes, collectible items, and characters to keep things fresh. Super Bomberman R (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Super Mario Maker 2 is a welcome update to the original Super Mario Maker. It
adds a new skin, new themes, and plenty of new tools for making more creative and challenging Mario levels. You can create levels based on the graphics and mechanics of Super Mario Bros., Super Mario Bros. 3, Super Mario World, and New Super Mario Bros., just like in the previous Super Mario Maker. These levels can use one of 10 different
themes: Ground, Sky, Underground, Forest, Underwater, Ghost House, Desert, Airship, Snow, and Castle. Sky, Forest, Desert, and Snow are new to Super Mario Maker 2. For more variety, you can toggle each theme to its nighttime variant, which adds unique twists to the gameplay. And, of course, you can share your creations online. Super Mario
Maker 2 (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) In Super Mario Odyssey, the heroic plumber returns to open-world game design for the first time since the incredible Super Mario 64. Though Odyssey isn't as technically groundbreaking as its predecessor, the action-platformer is packed to the brim with hat-tossing combat. Yes,
hat tossing. This time around, Mario has a new friend, Cappy, who lets Mario dispatch enemies with the flick of the wrist. And, even better, Mario can assume the identity of an enemy, gaining its abilities, by plopping Cappy on the foe's head. Super Mario Odyssey (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Only video games can
capture the simple pleasures that come from racing monkeys inside balls. Super Monkey Ball Banana Mania remasters hundreds of classic stages from Sega’s obstacle course series in a single, cool package. Don’t let the bright colors and friendly monkey faces fool you. Rolling your monkey to the goal demands an expert understanding of the game’s
unforgiving physics. If you get too frustrated, take a break with Banana Mania's wacky, multiplayer mini-games. Super Monkey Ball Banana Mania (for Nintendo Switch) Review See It (Opens in a new window) Her Story was a test for the kind of interactive story game developer Sam Barlow could pull off with just FMV clips and a fake computer
interface. Telling Lies is the Aliens to Her Story’s Alien. Instead of just investigating one woman’s interviews, you follow four different characters. Tracing a nonlinear mystery across so many different threads can get overwhelming. Fortunately, Hollywood actors Logan Marshall-Green, Alexandra Shipp, Kerry Bishé, and Angela Sarafyan make the
clips compelling watches in their own right. Besides, we’re all pretty used at communicating through video chat these days. See It (Opens in a new window) Roguelikes can be a polarizing genre as their repetitive nature, random elements, and punishing difficulty threaten to make the entire experience a waste of time. Void Bastards avoids this trap
with a core gameplay loop that’s a joy to repeat and an addictive sense of progression stringing you along the whole time.Each new spaceship you raid is basically a tiny comic book-styled System Shock level with spooky enemies to shoot, machinery to hack, character traits to manage, and equipment to salvage. Use that equipment to construct
permanent new weapons and perks that make you eager to start another raid. Our journey across the galaxy stretched on for hours because it’s so easy to say “just one more piece of loot.”Note that Void Bastards is published by Humble Bundle, which is owned by PCMag’s parent company, Ziff Davis. See It (Opens in a new window) WarioWare is one
of Nintendo’s best and most shockingly self-aware franchises. It’s about Mario’s gross, evil doppelganger starting a shady game company to get rich. Fortunately for you, these “microgames” remain a pure blast of weird and wonderful bite-sized entertainment. The new gimmick here lets you and a friend tackle challenges with different characters
whose unique move sets make you rethink your approach on the fly. Hurry up! WarioWare: Get It Together (for Nintendo Switch) Review The Best Games on Every Platform
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